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ABSTRACT

Today the planet is facing many environmental challenges. One of them
is growing carbon footprint to which housing sector is one of major contributors.
This project aims to address the greenhouse emission issue by designing an ecological low-impact multifamily housing unit in the district of Majorna in Gothenburg.
The project is an attempt to investigate possibility of designing large-scale
self-sufficient housing in urban setting. Self-sufficiency includes food production,
energy production and water management. When choosing materials for the project the goal is to avoid toxic materials or materials that contribute to greenhouse
emissions.
Aside from the ecological aspect, the project aims to create a nice living environment not only in the common areas of the building but also in each
apartment. This is achieved by implementing results from research on history of
housing and floor plan development. Aspects that are looked at are space efficiency versus generality, open floor plan versus separated functions, flexibility and its
different types. The time span for the research is mainly between the beginning of
the 20th century and present day.
Research on housing history and ecological solutions is done using relevant literature, websites and consulting professionals within respective field. Energy approximation of energy efficiency of the building is done using a calculation
method developed in the course Byggnadsfysik, Chalmers University.
The result is four low lamella buildings connected with a greenhouse core and an
outdoor corridor along with additional greenhouses on top of the buildings.
Greenhouses provide area for cultivation and social activities. The project
is an example on how to design sustainable residential buildings with emphasis on
self-efficiency. Despite good results, some technologies still need to be developed
to achieve 100 % self-sustaining multifamily residential on a larger scale.
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INTRODUCTION
ECO-HOUSING
The starting point for the project
was interest in self-sustainability in
combination with large-scale multistory housing. There are several
examples on built self-sufficient
homes, most of them small scale
single-family hous-ing projects.
This project investigate possibility
of living self-sustainably on a
larger scale in a city context. The
goal is to inte-grate different
technical solutions to create as
self-sustainable house as possible.
The aspects that are looked at
in the project are energy, water,
waste management, wastewater
management and food production.
Besides the self-sustainability
aspect, the aim is to creating
a comfortable and welcoming
environment for the inhabit-ants.
To solve the problem with selfsustainability this project uses a
concept called Naturehouse. The
main idea of the concept is to
combine conventional building
with a greenhouse. This allows for
combining food production with
waste management and has also
some energy saving aspects. The
principle of the concept will be
explained more thorough further

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF MAIN IDEAS
on.
Eco-housing means careful choice
of building materials, preferably
using materials that help to lower
the carbon footprint and also
avoiding use of chemicals as much
as possible. It is also important to
use technology that helps to save
energy use and to produce and
store own energy.

TARGET GROUP

DELIMITATIONS

The target group for the project are
people interested in ecological living
and self-sufficiency. The project
provides a home with several cultivations possibilities and promotes
healthy use of resources and waste
disposal.

To become completely self-sustainable the four main aspects need to
be taken into account:

METHOD

waste

To solve both the energy problem
and the ecological problem the
building materials chosen for
this are Thoma Holz whole-wood
components, that both help to
save energy and is a completely
natural material, combined with
a steel structure and glass for the
greenhouse.

To gain a deeper understanding for
the chosen fields both regarding
self-sustainability and floor plan,
information is gathered from different sources including relevant literature, web pages provided by relevant companies and interviews with
professionals within each respective
field. The information is evaluated
and the most important findings are
implemented in the project.
The design work is done according
to different parameters regarding
ecological solutions, energy efficiency, chosen floor plan qualities and
required greenhouse area.
The final design is used for energy calculation to estimate energy
requirement and to choose relevant
energy sources.

In this project the focus will be on
creating sufficient area for greenhouses to purify the waste water
and to choose an energy source
that can cover 100 % of energy
requirement. The food production
will be looked at but it will not be a
design parameter. Water harvesting
will be talked about but no calculation regarding water quantities will
be done.

FLOOR PLAN
Another focus point of the project
is the floor plan. The aim is to
investigate qualities of different
types of floor plans to see what
makes a good apartment, by
looking into the history of housing
and floor plan development and
to implement some of the findings
in the project. The qualities that
are looked at are space-efficiency,
sightlines, daylight, mobility and
flexibility.
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BACKGROUND

NATURE HOUSE CONECPT

PRINCIPLE
The concept of Naturehouse was developed by the architect Bengt Warne in
the 70-s. The main idea was to develop a
house that takes care of its inhabitants and
doesn’t have an impact on its environment.
The house structure is combined with a
greenhouse to create a protected zone and
area for cultivation.
The wastewater is taked care of by plants
around the house or on top of the roof.
The plants are cleaning the water and using
nourishment to produce food.
The buffer zone created by the greenhouse
can be compared to mediterrainian climate
and helps to extend the cultivation period.
Less energy is needed for heating. (Sundbynaturhus 2018)

TEMPERATURE

The temparature inside an average
greenhouse varies through the year: it gets
cold in winter and hot during summer and
requires then cooling and ventilation. Best
climate conditions inside the greenhouse
are experienced during spring/autumn.
Depending on type of construction and
technical solutions regarding ventilation,
different temperatures can be achieved
during winter.
A built example of a naturehouse is a villa
created by Marie Granmar and Charles
Sacilotto in Stockholm region.
In this house temperature about -20C
outside gives -10C inside the greenhouse.
on the other hand, temperatures about -3C,
which is an average January temperature
in Stockholm gives 15 to 20°C inside the
greenhouse.
Temperature also varies through the day:

Naturhuset: concept drawing by Bengt Warne (Fredriksson, 1993)

WATER

the house is cold in the morning and needs
approximately 1 hour in the sun to warm
up. The construction is very dependent on
the sun and without sun the house gets
cold fast. (Dirksen 2015)
In another example built by Solvarm family
in Sikhall, Vänersborg, the family states
that temperatures at their greenhouse top
terrace get unbearable. (TV4Nyheterna
2016)

The wastewater is normally divided into
black- and greywater. Blackwater comes
from toilets and is likely to contain pathogens. This water contains approximately
90 % “nourishment” that can be used by
plants.
Greywater includes water from showers,
sinks, baths, washing machines and dish
washers. This water contains only 10 %
“nour-ishment”, according to Fredrik Olson
Tailormade (personal communication 2
march, 2018)

HEATING
When it comes to the energy aspect, the
advantages of combining a well-insulated
modern house with green house are small.
The energy demand is only reduced with
10 % while the demand for cooling increases. The technology is better suited for older
build-ings where the energy savings could
be up to 30 %. (Ålund 2015)

To take care of all the sewage water approximately 9 sqm/person is required. To
only handle the greywater 5 sqm/ is needed.
The planting beds need to be at least 1100
mm deep to make the filtration of water
9

sufficient. (Berg 2016)
Before distributing the sewage water to
planting beds it is processed in specially
designed tanks in 3 steps, where it gets rid
of pathogens and other undesirable substances. (TV4 Nyheterna, 2016)

CONCLUSIONS
The naturehouse concept has some
weaknesses regarding temperature
and wastewater management. On the
other hand, it provides a self-sufficient
housing solution that has been tried
out with good results. Further development of the technology could enable
large-scale implementation in urban
setting.

BACKGROUND

NATURE HOUSE REFERENCES

Anna Lowres house, Naturehouse in Sikhall, Vänersborg (Ecorelief, 2018)

Bovieran in Västerås (Englundsmåleri, 2018)

NATUREHOUSE IN SIKHALL

BOVIERAN

Naturehouse in Sikhall is built by Solvarm family and has taken inspiration from Bengt
Warnes idea about combining a house structure with a greenhouse. It has also embraced
the idea about living in symbiose with nature: the house produces its own food that is used
by its inhabitants, the produced waste is processed in purification tanks before it goes back
to the plants and so the loop is closed. The house has a timber structure and is wrapped in
a greenhouse core that helps to prolong the summer period and makes it possible to grow
own vegetables and fruits. (TV4Nyheterna 2016)

Bovieran is a well established housing concept and has been patented in 20 European countries. Bovieran is a housing for seniors. The most important quality of Bovieran is its large
winter garden. The climate inside the garden corresponds to the French riviera. Bovierans
climate system ensures a comfortable climate inside the garden around the year. It never
gets too cold or too hot.
The first idea for Bovieran emerged as early as in 1989. The entrepreneur Göran Mellberg
was participating in developing Gothenburg Medical centre, the largest orthopaedics hospital
in Europe. To shorten the hospital stay there were discussions about remitting patients to
the French riviera for its healing climate. Göran Mellberg started early to think about another
important target group, the Swedish seniors. The technology had still yet to be developed,
but in 2007 the Bovieran became a reality with first Bovieran built in Partille.
(Bovieran, 2018)
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BACKGROUND

LOW ENERGY HOUSING REFERENCES

Thoma Holz100 elements (Thoma, 2018)

THOMA HOLZ
Holz100 elements consist of 100 % pure wood. The elements are free from glue and preservatives. Instead of using glue, the elements are held together with wooden dowels. The
extremely dry dowels are put through several wood layers and when the dowels adjust to
normal moisture levels, they swell and permanently bind the wooden layers together.
The wood is harvested during specific moon phase, when is wood is dry. This ensures the
wood doesn’t need to be treated with chemicals to resist pests and mould. In between the
wooden layers there are thin air layer which enhance the insulation capacity of the elements.
The elements can be delivered in different thicknesses and different U-values depending
on type of the construction. For example it is possible to reach U-value 0,15 W/m2K for the
external wall. (Thoma, 2018)

Woodcube, IBA Hamburg (photo by Bernadette Grimmenstein/IBA Hamburg)

WOODCUBE
Woodcube is a built example of multi-story housing unit that uses Thoma Holz elements as
main construction material combined with steel structure. The building has a concrete core
for safe fire escape. The building has 5 floors, 9 flats and gross floor area 1480 sqm.
Heat energy requirement per year is 18 kWh/m2 and total energy requirement is 39,3 kWh/
m2 and year. (IBA Hamburg, 2018)
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BACKGROUND

TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS

SOLAR

TRANSPARENT SOLAR CELLS

GEOTHERMAL HEATING

Solar panels are directly dependent on the. To
maximize the effect, they should be oriented
towards south and also have the optimal angle
for each specific region. Solar panels can be
placed in other points of the compass but this
will result in lower effect. Shading has also a
negative effect on solar cells.
The electricity production is proportional to
solar radiation. An average solar system can
convert 10-15 % of the radiation to electricity.
An average solar system with 30-50° angle and
no shading can produce approximately 8001000 kWh/kW per year. (Stridh & Hedström
2011)
Approximated optimal angle for the chosen
site is 37 °. (Solarlab 2018)

In the future, the solar cells could become
transparent. The technology has been tried
out in small scale with good results.
This type of solar cell doesn’t need specific
angle to harvest solar energy. It can also be
fastened on top of existing glass. (Michigan
State University 2017) If placed as exterior
glass layer in a nature house this solution
could mean good possibilities to produce large
amount o f energy.

Geothermal energy is solar energy that has
been captured deep in the earth, on the bottom of a lake or under a lawn. A geothermal
pump can provide both heat and hot water as
well as coolness during hot periods. Geothermal energy is a renewable source and is good
for the environment. The units have compressors are turning on and off automatically for
best effect and to reduce attrition. The steering system regulates the interior climate for
best comfort. (Nibe 2018)
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BACKGROUND

FTX - VENTILATION SYSTEM
FTX is energy efficient exhaust and supply air
ventilation with heat recovery. The system
saves energy by using warm room air for heating the cold fresh outdoor air before it is let
into the building.
With FTX a large amount of heating energy
can be recovered. About 5000-7000 kWh/
year for an average apartment or villa.
The ventilation system is separated from the
heating system which allows to freely choose
the heating source. (Svensk ventilation, 2018)

TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS

RAIN WATER HARVESTING
Rain water CAN BE collected from top of the
roof and stored in a water tank. After filtration
and purification, the water can be used in the
households and for irrigation. Since the house
has a closed water system it is important for
its inhabitants to think how they use their
water and what let out into it. This can help to
prevent letting out chemicals and plastic into
nature. (Tailormade 2018)
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STORING ENERGY
The energy can be stored in different ways. For
short term use the heat energy produced by
the greenhouses can be stored in the water
mass using water tanks that also are used for
storing rain water. Another technique is to
store energy in batteries. SaltX has developed
a system that allows to store energy in salt.
The system can both be used for smaller villas
and for larger units. (Saltxtechnology 2018)

FOOR PLAN

CHOOSING FLOOR PLAN TYPE

Open floorplan

Separated rooms

Flexible floorplan

Other: Maisonette

+

+

+

Possibility for inhabitants to change
their environment with changing conditions (Nylander, 2013)

+

Gives feeling to be more spacious
than it actually is (Heckman, 2011)

-

-

-

-

(Here open floor plan means open connection between two or more rooms, mainly
living room and kitchen )

Requires less materials and space
than separated rooms -- > cheaper
Social aspect (Willén, 2012)

Little privacy
Cleaning aspect (kitchen) and smell
Material choice (beautiful vs practical, homogeneous impression: hall +
living room + kitchen, e.g. flooring)
(Willén, 2012)

(Kitchen is separated from the rest of the
apartment, also a more clear division between rooms comparing to open floor plan)

(Here flexible floor plan means primarily
movable elements like sliding walls, moving
furniture & spaces with opportunity to divide
them in different ways

Ensures privacy
Cleaning aspect (kitchen) (Willén,
2012)
Can create flexibility through time if
designed with a neutral hall/corridor
space from which different rooms can
be reached.

Requeries more materials and space
than open floor plan (Willén, 2012)

Has had little success within occupants, that tend to prefer participating in the building process rather than
moving walls themselves (Heckman,
2011)
Flexible house in Kallebäck - people
not eager to buy when the house was
erected (GP, 2013)
Can have problems with noise (this
depends on material and construction
of movable elements) (Schneider,
2007)
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Creates difficult environment for individuals with physical disabilities.

FOOR PLAN

SOME GUIDELINES

Desirable qualities

Negative qualities

Rather Square rooms then oblong, since they are
easier to furnish.

Movable elements like drawers as room dividers
often seen as negative by inhabitants.

(Nylander, 2013)

Frigde and Freezer as a fixed dividing element
between two rooms. Better to replace these with a
kitchen island to create a more flexible space.

Possibility to retrofit: move walls, create new rooms
is often seen as positive

Too little working space in the kitchen

Spaciousness.

Too narrow halls

Light: large windows and balconies are often high
valued qualities.
(Femenias, 2016)

Too little storage space
Unusable space
Difficult to furnish, either because of oblong rooms,
or too many openings and windows.
(Femenias, 2016)
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PROPOSAL

MAIN CONCEPT IDEAS

PRODUCING ENERGY

EXTRA CLIMATE SHELL

CLOSING THE LOOP

HEALTHY MATERIALS

WELLBEING

The house produces own energy
using renewable energy sources
like geothermal energy and solar
panels. Thick wooden walls are
used for insulation to prevent
heat loss to the exterior.

The house uses a greenhouse
addition to create an extra
climate shell which extends the
summer period, protects from
harsh Nordic climate and makes
it possible to grow crops.

The house mimics the cycles in
nature regarding water, food and
waste. Vegetables grown in the
greenhouse use waste water to
produce food.

Genuine materials are used for
the project like wood, steel,
glass and stone, no composites.
Natural oil is used for surface
treatment.

The house provides several areas
for recreation and relaxation.
The greenhouse core has a
comfortable climate and together
with the plants it creates a health
promoting environment.
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PROPOSAL

SITE

SITE

Maps provided by Chalmers and modified by author
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PROPOSAL

SITE

SITE

Älvsborg bridge creates
an important connection between Hisingen
and mainland. Close to
the bridge there is an
important landmark
Röda Sten

Slottskogsgatan - not only a district
border between Majorna and
Kungsladugård, there is also a
visual border as the buildings get
significantly taller with 6-12 stories
instead of Kungsladugårds 4 floors.

Sjömagasinet next to Göta
Älv has a past that goes back
to 1775 when it served as
a warehouse for East India
company

MAJORNA

Tall lamella buildings just across
Slottskogsgatan.
KUNGSLADUGÅRD

Some of Klippans
important heritage
buildings including
Carnegie brewery
SANNA

Sockerbruket the
old sugar factory,
important historical
building
The Old Älvsborg
fortress served as a
defense barrier towards the Danes and
Norwegians during
1400-th to 1700-th
centuries.
Stadsbyggnadskontoret, 2018)

Map provided by Stadsledningskontoret,
Gothenburg and modified by author with permission

Some newer buildings with sharper
roof slopes and a
vertical expression.
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Landshövdingehus with fine detailing creates some variation in the
otherwise similar building type.

Landshövdingehus - very typical
building type for Kungsladugård

PROPOSAL

SITE

FUTURE PLANS FOR FIXFABRIKSOMRÅDET
Kungsladugård-Majorna is a
popular district in Gothenburg
with its mix of residential buildings
and businesses along with close
connection to Göta Älv and public
transport. The district is divided by
Oscarsleden.
City Planning Office of Gothenburg
is currently working on a program
for development of the district.
The idea of the program for
Kungsladugård-MajornaSandarna-Klippan is to create new
walking paths and new mixed
urban development. Mixed-use
environment can be created by
combining housing with commercial
activities and offices along with
mixing old and new structures. This
could help to create a more varied
city with interesting meeting places
both for inhabitants and visitors.
The objective is to create a new
attractive integrated district that
can help to bind together the
fragmented parts of the city of
Gothenburg.
The idea is that the new district
should be dimensioned for efficient
movement by foot or bicycle.
(Goteborg, 2018)
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PROPOSAL

SITE

NOISE INVESTIGATION FIXFABRIKSOMRÅDET

Noise maps, Fixfabriken (Göteborgs Stad miljöförvaltningen, 2018)

Swedish noise regulations:
Noise levels next to the facade of the building should
not exceed 60 dB equivalent sound level. It should also
have 50 dB equivalent sound level and 70 dB maximal
sound level at a patio if there is to be one in connection
to the house.
If this sound levels are exceeded, the building should
have at least 50 % of the rooms situated towards
a side where 55 dB equiva-lent sound level is not
exceeded. (Förordning (2015:216) om trafikbuller vid
bostadsbyggnader.)
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PROPOSAL

IMPORTANT PARAMETERS

NOISE

SUN

The main working parameters that have been
considered while designing the building was noise,
light conditions and greenhouse volumes. It was
important to place building volumes in a way that could
provide good protection against noise. Aldo it should
despite the narrow site create good light conditions
in the apartments and it should also have sufficient
greenhouse area to provide enough cultivation space
for water purification and food production.
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GREENHOUSE

PROPOSAL

+
Glazed terraces:
could help store energy
Protect from the sun
Act as a buffer against noise
Tenants would have access to an own
terrace (if division along the terrace is
created)
Low probability of growing own food
The terraces must be oriented towards south and have direct access to
sunlight

POSSIBLE GREENHOUSE TYPES

+
If the terraces are combined with
greenery this solution could create
nice private environments /terraces
for inhabitants
interesting environment to look at
some insight problems could be
avoided
top level can be used for common
activities like growing food
orientation of the building is not
important
probably very high total project cost
the thermal bridges need to be evaluated
the top layer pf the building could get
overheated

+
lower risk for the building to get overheated
this design could help to create
common space at top level accessible
by all tenants that could be used for
growing food and for social activities
orientation of the building is not
important
-
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The solution of wrapping the house
in greenhouse while using thicker
Thoma Holz100 is not recommended.
The energy savings are small but the
risk for overheating is possible. Also,
it is important that Thoma Holz100
wood doesn’t get to dry.
A possible way to solve this is to use
thinner Thoma Holz100 elements
with poor insulation qualities. This
could help to re-duce total project
cost due to less amount of material,
but this would also mean shifting
temperature conditions inside the
house.

PROPOSAL

VOLUME ITERATIONS
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PROPOSAL

SITE PLAN

1:2000
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PROPOSAL

PERSPECTIVE
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PROPOSAL

CONCEPT

OFFSET

NOISE

SIGHTLINES

DIVIDING

SUN & GREENHOUSE

The site has high demands regarding noise. To
protect towards noise two lamella buildings
are chosen as the best alternative.

The two lamella buildings are divided to break
up the block and to create a sightline that
follows the surrounding building structures.

The lamellas are broken up in even smaller
parts to avoid a feeling of a massive structure.
Each house gets its own character thanks to
different roof slopes and facade colors.

The courtyard of the building opens up
towards the south-west which helps to let in
the sunlight even during winter months. The
bottom of the courtyard is elevated one floor
to let in more sunlight to the bottom.
The greenhouses are placed according to
sun pattern. Towards the north side the
greenhouses are protected towards north
with building volumes. This is done to avoid
heat losses from the greenhouses to the
north.

4,5 m

8m

4,5 m
4,5 m

There are regulations stating how close
a building can be placed next to a road
depending on size of the road. Distance to
Oscarsleden should be at least 8 m. Smaller
road as Slottskogsgatan and Karl Johansgatan
can be 4,5 m, according to Trafikkontoret
(personal communication 2 februari 2018)
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PROPOSAL

CONCEPT

QUALITIES BROUGHT INTO THE PROJECT
A common typology in
Kungsladugård is house blocks
with a courtyard in the middle.
The typical relationship street –
inner courtyard is brought into the
project but instead of enclosing
the courtyard with house walls, the
project uses a low lamella building
structure which is also found not far
from the site and is enclosed with
glass walls on the gables.

Vertical wooden panels are a
common façade material for
Kungsladugård. Therefore, vertical
wooden panels are used for the
exterior façade but instead of using
paint, the planks are treated with
natural oil or are left untreated to
highlight the qualities of wood.
The inspiration for the roofs is partly
brought from the buildings on the
other side of the highway. The new

buildings there have sharp roofs
and a clear vertical expression.
The building height exceeds
the classic relationship in
Kungsladugård-Majorna – 3 floors,
this is done to create a visual
connection to the buildings located
towards Chapmans torg.

Map provided by Stadsledningskontoret,
Gothenburg and modified by author

STREET
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PRIVATE GARDEN

PROPOSAL

FLOOR PLAN

DEVELOPING FLOOR PLAN ON SITE
Built examples of apartments using exterior corridor

Oktanten, apartment block by ABAKO Architects

Abako have created a flexible floor plan thanks to movable drawers that can be used as room
dividers. The inhabitant can decide where to put the bedroom part.
To meet the noise requirements, the apartments need to have at least 50 % of the room
area towards a calm side.

The staircase can be placed in different ways.
The cheapest way to do this which also saves
space is to use exterior corridor.

Friggagatan by White Architects

White have created compact apartments, where the smallest ones (34 sqm) have 1 room towards each side of the building, this allows to decide in which direction to place the bedroom.
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PROPOSAL

FLOOR PLAN
Large apartment 72,5 sqm

0

1

2

3

4

Small apartment - 33,5 sqm

SCALE: 1:100

5
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PROPOSAL

FLOOR PLAN QUALITIES

4500 mm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Space efficiency
Good furnishing possibilities
Sightlines
Cultivations possibilities
Flexibility on many levels
Relationship inside-outside
Public-private zones

A general grid with a pillar system allows free
placement of large and small apartments.
All apartments have daylight at least from
two directions and have a sightline from the
entrance towards the outside which creates
an open entrance situation.
30

The openings for the terraces are oriented
towards the sun to let in as much daylight into
the apartment as possible.
The terraces create a buffer zone between the
apartment and the exterior corridor.
The apartments have a clear public and private zone division.

PROPOSAL

Two adults, two
small children

SCENARIOS

Two adults, two
teenagers

Two apartments combined into a 2-room
and a 4-room apartment
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PROPOSAL

FLOOR PLAN

GROUND LEVEL

laundry

recycling

technical
storage

post

winter
garden

storage

technical

post

possible
cafeteria
terrace

SCALE: 1:400
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PROPOSAL

FLOOR PLAN

FLOORS 2-4

SCALE: 1:200
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PROPOSAL

FLOOR PLAN

GREENHOUSE LEVEL

SCALE: 1:200
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PROPOSAL

SECTION
VENTILATING WINDOWS
Automatically managed ventilating windows
help to ventilate the greenhouse which is
especially important during hot periods.

RAIN

SOLAR PANELS
Sun energy is stored using
solar panels integrated in the
roof. The surplus energy is
stored in batteries using SaltX
technology.

WATER TANK
Rain water is gathered on the
roof of the building and is led
to a water tank.

SUN
ROOFTOP CAFE
& CULTIVATION AREA
+ 18,6

GREENHOUSE CORE
+ 14,5

+ 11,5

GARDEN RESTAURANT
Here visitors can taste dishes
made of vegetables & fruits
grown in the house

+ 8,5

+ 3,9

BATTERY
GEOTHERMAL HEATING
This energy source does not affect the carbon footprint, also
it is sufficient to provide all
energy needed for the house.

FTX

5800.00

5000.00

WATER PURIFICATION TANKS
Waste water from bathroom
and toilets is led to specially
designed tanks for purification.
This is done in several steps.
35

SCALE: 1:200

6000.00

PROPOSAL

SECTION

The house has all service functions on bottom level. The house
has large storage space for bicycles and to make it even easier to
use the bikes, the bike parking is placed on the same level as the
ground and near the entrance.

SCALE: 1:400
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PROPOSAL

FACADE

To create a visible distinction between the houses
the facades are covered in cedar wooden planks
in different colors. The colors are achieved by
treating the wood with natural wask or oil or
leaving the surfaces untreated.
Some surfaces are covered with green facade, to
create extra variation and to help biodiversity.

SCALE: 1:400
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PROPOSAL

FACADE
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PROPOSAL

FACADE

SCALE: 1:200
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PROPOSAL

PERSPECTIVE
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PROPOSAL

PERSPECTIVE
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PROPOSAL

MODEL PHOTO
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PROPOSAL

MODEL PHOTO
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PROPOSAL

DETAIL

Thoma Holz100 construction parts, scale 1:20

outside

inside

Construc�on AW02 Exterior Wall
H100-W30

Construc�on DA02 Roof
H100-DA21

U-value 0,18 W/m2K
ﬁre protec�on F90B
area density 160 Kg/m2

U-value 0,16 W/m2K
[cm]
- sheet metal covering/solar panels
2.4 rough shu�ering
8.0 ven�la�on/counter ba�ens
2.2 so� wood ﬁbre water-bearing layer
14.0 so� wood ﬁbre
21.2 Thoma H100-DA21
47.8 Complete structure

[cm]
30.6 Thoma H100-W30 U-value 0.18 W/m2K
6.0 so� wood ﬁbre withtongue and groove
5.0 ven�la�on slats, ver�cal
2.4 external formwork
44.0 Complete structure
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PROPOSAL

DETAIL

Thoma Holz100 construction principles

4

Wall connec�on principle

Installa�ons

1 The Thoma Holz100 wall
system, according to sta�c
and building-physics
requirements
2 Holz100 ceiling according to
sta�c requirements
3 Holz100 moun�ng joist ﬁ�ed
directly to the Holz100 ceiling
4 The Thoma Holz100 wall
system, according to sta�c
and building-physics
requirements

Installa�on milled in at factory, size 3/10 cm

Grooves milled for visual quality
can be done on site of assembly,
any size within the surface layers

3

2
1
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DETAIL

Greenhouse roof construction, 1:20

15 cm

Construc�on DA03
H100-DA21
U-value 0,17 W/m2K
[cm]
110 peat hydrograin mix
5.0 gravel U-value 0.17 W/m2K
0.3 roof waterprooﬁng membrane
12.0 so� wood ﬁbre pitch insula�on
10.0 so� wood ﬁbre panel
- vapour barrier
21.2 Thoma H100-DE21
48.5 Complete structure
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PROPOSAL

CROPS

(Freeimages, 2018)
Roof-top gardens
The roof-top gardens where the sun conditions are the
best are reserved for waste water purification. For most
effective purification of the water the plants need access
to direct sunlight, along with shading possibilities during
hot periods. This will ensure that plants thrive and can
take care of the waste water in the best way. The best
plants for purification of the water are plants with oneyear life cycle like tomatoes according to Fredrik Olson
Tailormade (personal communication 2 march, 2018)
Bottom garden
Since this area has more shading than rooftop gardens it
is a bit less effective for purification of the water but it can
still function in a good way if the plants are chosen carefully. This thanks to plants that can grow in partial shadow.
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Different plant types
There are many plants that can be grown in a greenhouse.
Some plants require more sun then other. In general,
these types of plants produce fruits and therefore naturally need more sun light. These types of plants are
tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, different citrus fruits like
oranges and lemons, grapes, peaches, pumpkin, different
berries and many more.
Plants that can live in a more shadowy environment or
partial shadow are normally leafy greens. Some examples
are several types of cabbage, leek, garlic, swiss chard,
herbs, micro-greens, beans and peas Also baby carrots
some types of potatoes and can grow here.
(Alltomtradgard, 2018)

PROPOSAL
AREA REQUIREMENT FOR
FOOD PRODUCTION
It is difficult to predict exactly how
large area is needed to become
completely self-sustaining on
vegetables and fruits produced in
a greenhouse for several reasons.
One of them is that there exist
several cultivation methods that
can maximize the yield like crop
rotation, hydroponics, aeroponics
and all those methods will give
different yield amounts. Another
reason is that to approximate
the amount of food needed it is
important to take into account
the type of person in regards to
nutrition requirement, energy
consumption and nutrition
recommen-dations. After which
a diet should be developed that
shows how much of different plant
is needed taking into account
which plants are suitable for a
greenhouse. This will require
another master thesis so therefore
here I only will do a very rough
approximation to see approximately
what size of greenhouse to look for.
In the Master Thesis Selfsustainable ecological cultivation
of vegetables on free land, Jenny
Helsing investigates how large
area is needed to support a family

GREENHOUSE CALCULATION
consisting of 4 members, by
growing on free land in Swedish
in climate zone 4. Her calculations
show that to become completely
self-sustainable on vegetables area
that is needed is between 521-526
sqm. She also explains that due to
causes as harsh weather conditions
and pests it is important to count
with approximately 25 % yield loss.
Also, in the climate zone 4 the
yield is 10 % less than average for
Sweden, which she also takes into
account.
It is difficult to compare amount of
yield in a greenhouse and on free
land since normally different types
of plants are grown there, which is
also shown in a Swedish yield study
from SLU.
Thanks to the greenhouse some
plants can be harvested twice
a year, also if the greenhouse is
heated and has led- lighting, some
plants will produce vegetables all
year round. For simplicity the I will
use 50 % more yield in greenhouse
thanks to the double harvest.
Also, thanks to controlled climate
conditions and possibility to prevent from pests, the yield loss for
those reasons will not be taken into
account.

A very rough approximation is:
(521+562)/2=523,5 m2 average
area
523,5*0,75= 392,625 m2 (removing
25 % loss)
392,625*0,9=353,3625 m2
(removing 10 % loss)
353,3625/2=176,68 m2 (yield two
times a year)
176,89/4=44,17 m2 (sqm per
person)
The conclusion is that to provide
a person with vegetables whole
year approximately 44,17 m2
greenhouse is required.

AREA REQUIREMENT FOR WATER PURIFICATION
The wastewater is divided into
black- and greywater. Blackwater comes from toilets and this
water contains approximately
90 % “nourishment” that can
be used by plants.
Greywater includes water from
showers, sinks, baths, washing
machines and dish washers.
This water contains only 10 %
“nourishment”, according to
Fredrik Olson Tailormade (personal communication 2 march,
2018)
According to Master Thesis
Sprout Living that has been
done in cooperation with
Ecorelief – experts in natural
water purification systems, the
area requirement for taking
care of all the waste water,
including both grey and black
water is ca 9 m2 per person.
(2016)
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GREENHOUSE CALCULATION

AREAS OF GREENHOUSES
Bottom greenhouse:
974,52 m2
974,52 *0,8 = 779,62 m2 (removing
20 % for paths)
(removing additional 25% for less
good sun conditions)
779,62*0,75 = 584, 71 m2

FOOD PRODUCTION

Rooftop greenhouses:
174,29+261,44+261,44+353,98
=789,71 m2
789,71 * 0,8 = 631,768 (removing
20 % for paths)
Number of inhabitants: 104 (65
flats)
1216,478/104=11,70 m2/person
Total:
1216,478 m2 cultivation area

174,29 m2

261,44 m2
261,44 m2
974,52 m2

11,70/44,17=0,26
This means that the greenhouse can
provide approximately one fourth
of a person’s yearly diet. In addition
to that there is a possibility for each
inhabitant to grow some crops vertically next to each apartment. The
best way to succeed is to use plants
as leafy greens and herbs that can
grow in partial shadow.

353,98 2

WATER PURIFICATION:
104*9=936 m2 is required.
1216,478 m2 is enough to purify all
the sewage water produced by inhabitants. The other 280,48 m2 can
be used for commercial activities on
ground level.
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PROPOSAL

ENERGY

SUMMARY
ENERGY PRODUCTION
Energy calculation is done according
to a method developed in the
course Byggnadsfysik, architecture
& engineering, Chalmers University,
using Excel as main calculation tool.
All formulas for the calculations are
brought from: Petersson, B. (2013).
Tillämpad byggnadsfysik. The
extensive calculations can be found
in the end of this booklet.
To receive a reliable result regarding
energy requirement for a house
combined with a greenhouse a
more complex calculation method is
required, preferably using software
like IDA ICE or similar. Due to time
limitations IDA ICE is not used in
this project. Although a very rough
approximation still can be done.
According to Angela Sasic
Kalagasidis, Professor in
Architecture and Civil Engineering,
Building Technology, Building

U-values building [W/m2K]:
Foundation 0,136
Roof		
0,18
External wall 0,18
Windows
0,69
Doors		
0,7
Number of apartments
Number of residents 		

65
104

Heat recovery:
Efficiency of FTX 		
85 %
Emitted heat energy person 80 W
Electricity 			
2000 kWh/year & apartment +
				800 kWh/year & person
Hot water			
1000 kWh/year & person
Energy requirement:
Heating
40,142 [kWh/year/m2]
Electricity
30,484 [kWh/year/m2]
Required effect, using DVUT20 -13,9 oC:
Effect /m2
16,269 [W/m2]
Effect		
113,783 [kW]
HEATING SYSTEM:
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Physics Modelling (personal
communication 21 february
2018) the energy savings using
greenhouse together with a building
structure used in this project are
small, about 10 %. Similar results
are achieved by Térèse Kuldkepp
(2012) in her master thesis where
she does calculations for existing
Naturehouse using IDA ICE, with a
result 6 % total energy savings for
a well-insulated house structure
combined with greenhouse.
Since the effect required for
dimensioning the heating system
is based on winter exterior
temperature, when the greenhouse
has low or no impact on heating
energy requirement, energy
calculations are based on the
worst-case scenario, calculating
on building structure without
greenhouse core.

PROPOSAL

The heating system is dimensioned
using the effect value based on
dimensioning winter exterior
temperature. This is done to
simulate the worst-case scenario
regarding winter temperature. The
required effect is 113, 8 kW.
As mentioned before, the
transparent solar cell technology
isn’t commonly used on larger scale
yet, also roof area that can be used
for conventional solar cells is about
240 m2, which is not enough to
cover all the energy requirement.
One solar panel with 1,65 m2 area
can provide the effect 275 W/year,
according to Soldags Gothenburg
(personal communication 30
April, 2018). This means that
240 m2 solar cells can provide
approximately
(275/1,65)*240 = 40 kW/year. This
can cover approximately one third
of the required effect 113,8 kW.

ENERGY

Therefore, the energy solution that
can be used in this project is to
combine geothermal pumps with
solar energy.
To meet the requirement 113,7829
kW, the building can use 2 NIBE
F1345-40 geothermal heating units
with 40 kW effect each and 240
sqm solar panels with total effect
40 W.
The excess energy can be stored
in batteries either using SaltX
technology or similar technology
used for electric bus batterie.
This energy can later be used for
greenhouse heating or lighting
during cooler periods.
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DISCUSSION

SELF-SUSTAINABILITY
The four goals that need to be
achieved to become self-sustainable
are:
energy
food
water
waste
When it comes to the energy aspect
it has become clear that it is possible to choose renewable energy
source that can cover the energy
requirement.
Water harvesting hasn’t been talked
much about but with a closed loop
system and in a Swedish climate,
where the rain is a common
phenomenon water harvesting
shouldn’t be a problem.
Greenhouse areas has shown to
be sufficient to purify all the waste
water produced in the house.

The aspect that haven’t been solved
is food production. The proposed
building can only cover approximately 26 % of the food requirement. Of course, it is a pity that
this goal hasn’t been achieved. On
the other hand, this result opens
up for new possibilities to explore
new technologies that can minimize
greenhouse area and can combine
food production with housing.
To receive reliable results regarding
food production a more extensive
research need to be done regarding
food production in greenhouses in
specific climate conditions in combination with a research on nutrition
requirements and plant species that
can produce the required nutrition.
When these parameters are produced they can be used to dimension a building that can become 100
% self-sufficient.
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FLOOR PLAN

CONCLUSION

The housing qualities that have
been looked at in this project are
space-efficiency, sightlines, daylight,
mobility and flexibility.
All these qualities have been
achieved within the project.
Some qualities that haven’t been
prioritized but that could be
developed in the future is the
privacy aspect in combination with
the exterior corridor.

The conclusion is that with existing
technology it is possible to design
a building in urban environment
that can become self-sufficient on
several levels, but to become 100
% self-sufficient more research
need to be done, and probably
some technologies still need to be
developed.
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INPUT

Areas [m2]

Thermal bridges [m]

External wall

Aytterägg

5193,548

Foundation
Roof
Window
Door
Gross area
Gross floor area

Agolv
Atak
Afönster
Adörr
Aom
Atemp

2390,443
2503
871,053
170
10086,99
6993,92

Total volume

Vtot

23677,1

l k exterior wall/exterior wall
l k interior wall/exterior wall
l k floor/exterior wall
l k ext.wall/ext.roof & ext.roof/ext.roof
l k window
l k door
l k foundation/exterior wall

645,56
317,8
1786,67
713,226
2000,28
489,8
247,256

Number of households
Number of inhabitants

65
104

U-values building [W/m2K]
Foundation
Roof
Wall
Window
Door

Ugrund
Utak
Uvägg
Ufönster
Udörr

0,136
0,18
0,18
0,69
0,7
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HEAT LOSS CALCULATION

walls
floor
roof
window
door

Areas:
Ukorr
5193,548
0,18
2390,443
0,136
2503
0,18
871,053
0,69
170
0,7

Connection types
exterior wall/exterior wall
interior wall/exterior wall
floor/exterior wall
ext.wall/ext.roof & ext.roof/ext.roof
window
door
foundation/exterior wall
Total

0,03
0,01
0,02
0,02
0,02
0,02
0

0

Calculation of mean U-value Um:

Aom
Um

645,56
317,8
1786,67
713,226
2000,28
489,8
247,256

10086,99
0,253083 [W/m2K]
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THERMAL CONDUCTANCE

Transmisson



Leakage

   · 

Input

A ·   ä  ö · ä  ö · ö   ·    · 
Result



Ventilation



Input

Result
With 85 % recovery

2552,85 [W/K]

   ·  ·



 · ρ


 ny

Result

 · ρ
3600

0,5 [circ./h]
3
[m ]
23677,1
3
1250[Ws/m K]

4110,608

[W/K]

616,5911

[W/K]
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2

1,08
0,3

[l/m h]
2
[l/m s]

151,304865

[W/K]

BALANCE TEMPERATURE CALCULATION

Electricity recovery 70%
Water heat recovery 20%

Balance temperature

Additional energy




Input


  
    ä

Number of households
Number of inhabitants

Human body heat

65
104

80

2000[kWh/year /household]
800[kWh/year /person]
0,11415525

Domestic hot water
Domestic hot water

1000[kWh/year /person]
114,155251
[W]

Mean temperature 276,95 [K]
Number of heating hours5760
Degree hours
103968 [Kh/year]
DVUT20 Gothenburg

12,60115 [C]

3,95 [C]

-13,9 [C]

Household electricity according to SVEBY:
2000 kWh per household + 800 kWh per person and year for multi-family residential
The electricity can be recovered by 70 %

35 [kWh/m2 window]
30486,855[kWh/year]

295 [K]

 285,6011 [K]

Degree hours

[W /person]

Household electricity
Household electricity
Conversion factor

Solar radiation
Solar radiation

Balance temperature

 31211,19 [W]

22 [C]
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Mean temperature Gothenburg
January
-0,9
February
-1,2
March
1,3
April
6
May
11,5
June
15,2
July
17,5
August
16,8
September
13,1
October
8,6
November
4,5
December
1,8

ENERGY CALCULATION

REQUIRED EFFECT

Transmisson

113,7829 [kW]
16,26883 [W/m2]

Result

265414,7 [kWh/year]

Ventilation

ENERGY REQUIREMENT INCLUDING HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY

Result

427371,7 [kWh/year]

Leakage

Result

15730,86 [kWh/year]

104000 [kWh/year]

1000 kWh/year/person according to SVEBY

104908,8 [kWh/year]

15 kWh/m2 (Atemp) and year according to SVEBY

363265,9 [kWh/year]

85 % heat recovery

280750 [kWh/år]
40,14202 [kWh/år/m2]
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Energy requirement

280750,0432 [kWh/year]

Energy requirement

40,14201523 [kWh/year/m2]

Household electricity

213200 [kWh/year]

Household electricity

30,48362006 [kWh/year/m2]

Total requirement (including household elictricity)

493950,0432 [kWh/year]

Total requirement (including household elictricity)

70,62563529 [kWh/year/m2]

